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Theo Daniels has spent his life learning the art of death. Military. CIA. Black Ops. For the last five
years, he used his skills to help people, to do good in the world.Then his world was shattered.
Now Daniels travels the world seeking revenge. He has become the Killing Machine.In THE
DUEL, Daniels goes looking for answers in a remote mansion in Northern California. But this is
no millionaire's playhouse. This is a training ground for an international clan of assassins. These
men might claim to be the most lethal assassins on earth, but they're about to proven wrong
when they cross blades with the Killing Machine.Part One of a 5 story series.Contains strong
violence.4500 words, or approx. 18 paperback pages.



The DuelA Killing Machine ShortBy Shaun Tennant # Copyright 2012 by Shaun TennantAll rights
reservedCover design by Shaun Tennant 2012 #Description: Theo Daniels used to be a
government assassin. Then he was a good man. Now, after the murder of his mentor, his old
habits are returning. In this story, Part 1 of the Killing Machine series, Daniels invades a clan of
assassins, looking for revenge against the man who killed his mentor.Length: 4600 words, or
roughly 16 paperback pages. From the outside, it looked like any ordinary mansion in the hills.
Expensive cars, perfectly shaped hedges, three-car garage. Daniels knew better than to believe
the appearance.This place was a workshop of death.The hedges and topiary sculptures served
as training tools; the men who passed through this house used them to learn patience and to
practice with various blades. The massive garage may have held a car, but only so it could be
used to teach killers how to cut brake lines, plant car bombs, or otherwise sabotage a vehicle.
The rest of the garage space would be filled with guns, crates of ammunition, and plastic
explosives. The back yard, hidden from view by tall stone walls, was a training ground for
professional killers.The armed guards who walked the perimeter weren’t mere security guards
hired to protect a nervous millionaire. They were professional assassins, rotated into guard duty
for one week each month as a part of their service to the clan. The other three weeks, if they
weren’t on assignment, the assassins were inside honing their skills. Inside, the mansion’s
twelve bedrooms had been converted into a series of training rooms to keep the killers in top
form.A member of this clan had killed Theo Daniels’ partner. His mentor. They had left behind
only blood, and a single throwing knife that was the first breadcrumb. In order to track the
assassins back to their home, Daniels had followed their crimes across North America. Victims
had been strangled, impaled, beaten to death, or had their necks broken. A CEO in Boston had
been taken down at a gas station by a long-range rifle. A congressman from Delaware had a car
accident in the days before a close vote. A millionaire’s wife choked to death before she could
file divorce papers. These assassins used whatever means were necessary; or whatever their
client requested. Daniels knew that what he had found was merely the tip of the iceberg. Most of
their kills would look like accidents or natural deaths, and would never be traced. They were
death for hire, and one of them had killed Daniels’ only friend.Daniels pulled a black mask over
his head, and climbed the brick wall on the east side of the compound. They had killed a man
who deserved to live, and by Daniels’ code, that meant they deserved to die.All of them.Dressed
in black from head to toe, Daniels slipped a small nine millimeter handgun from a holster on his
belt. It already had a silencer screwed to the tip. He saw the first of the guards approaching from
behind the house, so Daniels ducked into a shadow along the wall, and lay down next to the
hedges. The texture of the shrubbery hid Daniels’ shape as the guard approached, and the
single shot he fired was in the guard’s forehead before the man knew that Daniels was there.
The guard’s body landed near a large topiary elephant, and Daniels took a few moments to hide
the corpse between the elephant’s leafy legs.Moving along the side of the house, Daniels



ducked under windows and watched the motion of the oscillating security camera. Nobody saw
him round to the back of the house, where he appeared behind another guard and shot him
point-blank in the back of the head, targeting the brain stem for instant death. Two guards down;
two guards remained.
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A.S. Washington, “Relatively Impressed with this Action Packed Short. Rather enjoyable short
here that had a lot of good elements that action adventure loves enjoy. Any action guy in opinion
likes Ninjas and this story was filled with them. An entire clan who'd committed an assassination
to the tune of $1 million bucks. But this dead man's got a friend, a former CIA agent named
Daniels who doesn't take too kindly to the only friend he had being put down.On the hunt for his
friend's killer, Daniels enters a mansion converted to a training ground and takes care of some
less than stellar bad guys in my opinion. None of these guys have the quality of Ryo from Ninja
Assassin, not even the top bad guy. This isn't a knock, Daniels is kind of a bad ass and the prose
lets you know that. Sometimes you can see a bit of em coming, which is somewhat of a
downside, but the action is very plentiful and things work out. I mean, he's got enough weapons
and explosives to take care of these guys.The action buff in me begs me to lay out all the things
that made zero sense to me, but this little short was good enough to read the next one in the
series. I think they're priced a bit high for how short they are. But perhaps I'll eventually finish this
five part series.”

Dr.Gonzo, “3.5 stars; Action Packed Short Story. In this tale an assassin goes up agaisnt an
assassin training facility in his quest for revenge.Being a very short story it does not take long for
the action to kick into high gear. The action sequences are pretty entertaining. The characters
are somewhat caricaturish, however, due to the shortness of the tale it is hard to fully flesh them
out. Apparently this is part 1 of a 5 part series, thankfully this short story is enjoyable on its own
and it not just a lead in to the other books in the series.Recommended for fans of action
adventure fiction, tales of assassins and the movie Kill Bill.”

The book by Shaun Tennant has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 5 people have provided feedback.
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